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Let's be undisciplined...

Like the other major bibliographic classifications, both enumerative and faceted, BC2 is based on a disciplinary approach.  This means that every class represents a concept not as an independent phenomenon, but only in the context and perspective of a given discipline.  This is a deliberate choice, as we can read in BC2 introduction itself [1, section 6.211].  A remarkable consequence is that a given phenomenon is often expressed by completely different symbols according to the discipline in which it is treated.

The discipline-based approach is not the only possible one: the obvious alternative would be to enumerate the known phenomena occurring in the world as such, with no bias from any particular discipline.  It is usually believed that this latter kind of classification is less useful for the practical purposes of library classification: no medical doctor, it is said, needs to browse the shelf for works on the physiology of the human heart together with those on that of the horse or lettuce hearts or paintings of hearts or poems about the heart.  An objective comparison between the two approaches, anyway, would be hard to carry out, as no widely used library classification scheme based on phenomena exists: the only serious attempt to give life to such a beast is the draft developed by the Classification Research Group during the 1960s, which never reached the stage of a full usable scheme [2].

However, classifying documents dealing with a phenomenon from a multidisciplinary point of view under a single discipline is problematic.  Beghtol notes how the recent growth of interdisciplinary literature makes disciplinary classification schemes inadequate [3].  Works in such fields as environmental sciences, biotechnologies, management, can have problems in finding their places among the limited number of disciplines listed in a classification scheme.  There is a danger of twisting the content of documents by forcing it into a discipline-based scheme.  Austin expressed this situation in a bright way: 

"Since, however, authors have a disconcerting way of seeing things from new points of view not represented in the schemes we use, or even of inventing new things, this discipline-centred approach leads to continual trouble on three main counts.  First, and most obviously, is the problem of currency, or keeping the scheme up to date.  A new idea or a new discovery may not yet have appeared in that part of the schedules we happen to need, even though it appears somewhere else.  For example, although "iron" may appear in the chemistry tables, we might have to wait while the editor establishes the right number for iron in, say, a schedule of drugs.  This brings us to the problem of hospitality.  When the scheme we are using does decide to recognize such a new subject, the problems of fitting it into an established scheme of notation may be considerable.  Thirdly is the awkwardness of authors, who take a perverse delight in writing about things which fit as logically into one discipline as another, or even into no known discipline at all, so that we fall straight into the trap of cross-classification". [2, p. 151]

General classification schemes have devised various solutions to deal with documents discussing phenomena in multi- or non-disciplinary ways.  One precursor of the phenomena-based approach was J.D. Brown [4].  In the introduction to his Subject Classification he wrote: 

"The universal schemes, which try to specialise for everybody, fail because they are swollen by endless and needless repetitions, and then do not meet the minor needs of the specialist.  It is inevitable that these failures should result from any attempt to classify human knowledge from particular standpoints.  The departments of human knowledge are so numerous, their intersections so great, their changes so frequent, and their variety so confusing, that it is impossible to show that they proceed from one source or germ [...].  Every subject is capable of being treated from a large number of standpoints, and each of these may be the centre of an enormous literature, and form an important study.  To illustrate this, I shall assume that there are some thousands of books existing, which have for their theme the Rose in every conceivable aspect.  This subject may be considered from any of the following standpoints: biological, botanical, horticultural, historical, geographical, ethical, decorative, legal, emblematical, bibliographical, poetical, musical, sociological, and so on, to any extent. [...] I incline to think that, in book classification, the constant or concrete subject should be preferred to the more general standpoint or occasional subject" [5, p. 8-9].

DDC provides single classes, like 306.81 "marriage", for some phenomena which are often discussed across several disciplines, but these are only occasional cases.  Common subdivisions used in many general schemes are another step towards the idea of expressing a given phenomenon with a constant notation.  This idea has been developed very much in modern editions of UDC [6, p. 107]: though still being discipline-based, it now provides common isolates not only for forms, languages, times and places, but also for processes (e.g. isolation, separation, independence, starting, stopping), properties (e.g. relative, equivalent, horizontal, complete), persons (woman, man, child, prisoner, fat person, rich, poor, lame, visually challenged, sister, brother, parent), and materials (e.g. water, glass).  Such general concepts can both stand alone or come in any combination while retaining their concept meaning.  Ranganathan called subject device a similar mechanism, by which symbols in his Colon Classification can be built using notation from a different discipline, by putting it in round brackets, e.g. S:55 "love (Psychology)", O,1:g(S:55) "love in poetry (Literature)".


Phenomena in BC2

Separate classes for phenomena have been introduced both in BC2 and in BSO (Broad System of Ordering), arguably as a heritage of the earlier research by the CRG, of which their editors are members.  BSO has a 088 class for "phenomena & entities from a multi- or non-disciplinary point of view", occurring at the beginning of the general schedules, as in BC2. 

BC2 classes 4/9 are devoted to "multi-disciplinary treatments of particular phenomena". Among them, classes 7/9 are provided for "Universe of knowledge" and "Communication and information", including the media, the recorded supports, and the processes involved in knowledge considered as observable phenomena; that is, they provide for those particular phenomena which are of special interest to library classification, as they are the physical embodiment of recorded knowledge. 

On the other hand, classes 4/6 provide for all other common phenomena, from gases to whales and symphonic concerts.  "Ideally this would be enumerated fully in the schedules with the unique classmark for each concept attached."  Unfortunately, in the published schedules of BC2 they are not developed at all, and even the Third outline of the scheme in the Introduction volume [1, p. 202] only devotes three lines to them.  Nor is it expected that these classes will be developed before at least one edition has been published for each of the main disciplinary classes A/Z, which is BCA's main concern for the immediate future.  However, in the Introduction we are given clues on how to use them already, as we will see below.  The three published lines concerning classes 4/6 are the following:

4 	Attributes (e.g. structure, order, symmetry, colour)
5 	Activities and processes (e.g. organising, planning, change, adaptation)
6	Entities (e.g. particles, atoms, molecules, minerals, organisms, communities, institutions, artefacts)

This triparte division of the phenomena, and its order, are clearly derived from the structure of the general classification by phenomena drafted by the CRG at the end of the 1960s [2].  There, indeed, phenomena are firstly divided into Entities and Attributes (the latter including both Properties and Activities).  Their order in the schedules is Properties - Activities - Entities, as an application of the principle of increasing concreteness, while to synthesize compound subjects the inverted order is supposed to be applied, in the same way as with the PMEST citation order of faceted schemes [7, pp. 33-34].

Increasing concreteness was also applied by the CRG to establish the order of arrays within the schedules of Properties and Activities: e.g., a property like red "can be applied widely to things throughout the universe.  It must therefore appear earlier than wooden, which is obviously far more restricted in application" [2, p. 160].  As for Entities, their sequence would be that of the integrative levels of natural phenomena, starting from subatomic particles, through crystals, organisms, until artefacts and mentefacts: indeed, this was one main point in CRG's basic research during the 1960s [8].

The theory of integrative levels is also used in BC2 as a principle regulating the sequence of main classes, though this time in a disciplinary context: what are ordered are disciplines rather than phenomena, and in this context the correlate of integrative levels is the principle of gradation in speciality [1, section 6.213.32].  Clearly the principle of integrative levels could be applied to the phenomena class with even better reason, given its origin and the apparent intentions of the editors.  Hence, in a future schedule of classes 4/6, Entities could be listed according to the sequence of integrative levels (but a similar principle could be applied to Attributes and Activities too: see the example of red and wooden above).  This would make a consistent use in BC2 of the results of CRG research into a new general scheme of phenomena, which otherwise are yet largely unexploited.

While we wait for developed schedules of phenomena, the BC2 Introduction suggests that the phenomena classes can be obtained just by adding a prefix to existing disciplinary classes. The classic example of the horse is used: the digit 6 can be prefixed to the notation for horses from the Zoology class, GYH J, to mean horses from a multi- or non-disciplinary point of view, so obtaining 6GY HJ (the original example has a 5 instead of 6, but this appears to be inconsistent with the fact that horses are entities not activities).  The notation for the concept horse is taken from the schedules for zoology, rather than those for veterinary medicine, horse racing, history of transport, etc., because horse's place of unique definition is zoological; in other words, horses are first recognizable as such at the integrative level of animals, not those of veterinary institutions, or means of transport, etc.  This important principle was introduced in classification theory by Jason Farradane.


An accordion-like scheme

The suggested provisional solution for dealing with phenomena appears to be a compromise.  Furthermore, if applied extensively, it could yield some weird results: properties of animals such as albinism would go under 4G, as they are attributes rather than entities, but in this way they would get scattered far from their naturally corresponding entities (6G animals).  One wonders whether attributes, activities and entitities could be better grouped all together in a single list of phenomena, sorted by integrative levels, instead of listing all the levels three times.

Actually the relation between phenomena and disciplines could be considered the other way around: disciplines can be seen as a particular kind of phenomena, standing at the cultural level together with science and culture, their diffusion, development, etc.  As human culture is one of the most complex and evolved integrative levels, in a schedule of phenomena it would appears towards the end.  Hence, if we now take phenomena as the main constituent of the scheme, we can see disciplines as a part of it, which in turn could be expanded by listing all possible objects of disciplinary studies, just by combining notation for phenomena with a prefix meaning "discipline".  This situation reminds me of an accordion, where the player can expand the bellows either on one side (expanding phenomena schedules while leaving discipline ones compressed and short, like in CRG draft scheme) or on the other (expanding disciplines while leaving phenomena compressed, like in current BC2).  Let’s imagine an example:

configuration 1: bellows expanded on the phenomena side
4/6 		phenomena
6DH 			Earth
6DHD			lithosphere	
6DJ					fossils
6DK					valleys, mountains, ...
A/Z 		disciplines
DH			Earth sciences
	
configuration 2: bellows expanded on the discipline side
4/6 		phenomena
6DH 			Earth
A/Z 		disciplines
DH 			Earth sciences
DHD				geology
DJ					palaeontology
DK					geomorphology
	
An ideal classification scheme could be thought as providing fully developed schedules for both phenomena and disciplines, leaving a library free to choose which parts of the schedules to use in an expanded way and which ones only in a short form.  Clearly, notation of the two parts would be correlated through rules telling how to shift from one part of the scheme to the other by simple addition or removal of short codes.

While all this is probably well beyond the possibilities and aims of BC2 development in the near future, the idea could deserve more research and experimentation.  A good way to test it would be to apply little accordion-like schemes to limited samples of documents. The schemes can be constructed independently of BC2, while keeping the spirit of that CRG research which produced BC2 and PRECIS as its more tangible results.  This would allow, among other things, the definition of an independent expressive notation, which could be useful both for showing the structure of the system and its way of working, and for exploitation in digital environments.  A research project along these lines is described at the ISKO Italy website [9].

Focusing on phenomena and on universal structural principles to arrange them, such as integrative levels, can be considered a scientific approach to classification.  I am aware that this approach is not very fashionable in present-day classification research: one can find it in past decades in work by CRG members and by Dahlberg, while today people appear to be more concerned with relativistic issues such as locality, cultural biases, social use of information, etc.  One main development of classification research in the 1990s, domain analysis, is based on the assumption that knowledge is dependent on separated communities of users, acting in different ways and using different languages.  Still, it looks desirable to have a general frame of conceptual reference, based on criteria not dependent on particular disciplines or domains, if we really want to make steps towards interdisciplinarity, interoperability, and global sharing of information regardless of the cultural background of the users.
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